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Abstract— Accounting for nearly 2% of all adults, renal cell
carcinomas are sensitive to laparoscopic partial nephrectomy
(LPN) which needs an accurate diagnosis and localization
before operation. Faced with various intensity distribution,
erratic location, irregular shape, etc, the image classification
and semantic segmentation on CT scans of renal tumor are
challenges. This paper presents a multi-task network, segmen-
tation and classification convolutional neural network (SCNet),
for preoperative assessment of renal tumor. Via the combination
of two tasks, semantic features are fed to the classification
network and classification results give segmentation network
feedbacks in return. Besides, a 2-step segmentation strategy
is conducted to the segmentation module which improves the
result by 2.8%. Our experimental results of classification and
segmentation achieve 100% accuracy and 0.882 dice coefficient
of tumor region respectively, which are better than the results
of a single classification network and segmentation network.
Index Term - Convolution neural network, multi-task, seman-
tic segmentation, medical image processing
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the top 10 prevail cancers in the world, renal
tumor receives wide attentions from medical experts and con-
cerned people. Renal tumor is not sensitive to radiotherapy
and LPN is the state-of-the-art therapy. However, limited
to the situations of benign tumors and low-grade ones [1],
LPN must be based on accurate classification and precise
localization of tumor before operation.
Angiomyolipoma and clear renal cell carcinoma are the
primary subtypes of benign and malignant tumor sepa-
rately. Quite resembling other subtypes, angiomyolipoma
with minimal fat (AMF) is intractable to be differentiated.
To distinguish this kind of tumor, some works [2], [3],
[4] have been proposed. Besides, some researches [5], [6]
also focused on classifying other subtypes. Most of those
methods incorporate a 2-step framework. In the framework,
some manually selected operators are used to get features of
tumor firstly. Then, SVM is employed as a classifier to get
classification results. Although this framework can handle
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some tasks, we can find that it dose not work effectively and
perform well since it is trained based on small dataset and
manually selected features.
In general, the majority of researches on kidney images are
concentrated on segmentation. Khalifa et al. [7] introduced
geometric deformable models and clustering for 3D kidney
segmentation in CT images. Marsousi et al. [8] used PKSM
to locate the best matching position to detect kidney and
fitted it by a global deformation. Although existing works
have got good performance on the segmentation of kidney
region,various intensity distribution, erratic location, irregu-
lar shape, etc bring difficulties to the segmentation of tumor.
Deep learning has achieved some success in medical
issues [9]. Our previous work [10] leveraged a 3D fully
convolutional neural network to the segmentation of renal
tumor. Although that work got good results, more subtypes of
tumor and multi-phasic CT images can be explored. Zhou et
al. [11] put forward that a convolutional neural network with
larger receptive field would be better on learning features
from objects of different scales in one image. The theory of
enlarging receptive field appears well adapted to problems
with which the segmentation of renal tumor faces. Aimed at
expanding receptive field, some works were proposed, such
as dilated convolution [12], spatial pyramid pooling [13] and
PSPNet [14].
In this paper, we try to utilize features from a segmentation
network based on PSPNet as the feature extractor of a clas-
sification network and combine classification and segmen-
tation network together. The novel points of our approach
are: (1) Compared to single networks, the combination of
segmentation and classification improves both results and
is more suitable to our task. Classification results have a
positive impact on segmentation results and segmentation
results can give the classification network information of
RoI in return. (2) In the segmentation network, we adopt
a 2-step segmentation strategy which gives an attention to
the network. Such attention leads to a boost in accuracy.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Network structure
The original images of renal tumor are 3D CT scans in
which one image owns around 300 slices. A 3D network
as we did [10] based on 3D PSPNet is not operant to our
multi-tasks because of the huge demand of graphics memory.
Thus, in this work, 3D images are converted into 2D and the
neural network is 2D CNN too.
Fig. 1. The structure of SCNet
The main structure of SCNet is shown in the Fig. 1. It
is consisted of three networks, basic convolutional neural
network (BNet), segmentation network (SegNet) and clas-
sification network (ClsNet). The blue part is the backbone
PSPNet which comprises ResNet50 and pyramid parsing
module (PPM) showed in section II-B. Following PPM, there
are two modules, ClsNet in orange and SegNet in green. In
ClsNet, several residual blocks are adopted to fuse features
to classify tumor types. The structure of SegNet is detailed
in section II-C.
Considering that the size of CT scans, 150 × 150, is
smaller than the size of input of the original ResNet50,
we decrease the number of pooling layer and avoid to use
convolutional layers with stride 2. The decline of pooling
layer will decrease receptive field. Thus, dilated convolution
is also applied to the network to magnify receptive field.
B. Pyramid parsing module
As mentioned in section I, we can expand receptive field of
the network to extract features at different scales. Stemming
from PSPNet, PPM has different down-sampling sizes which
are benefit to learning multi-scale features.
This module has several branches which down-sample the
input features in different sizes. Through down-sampling,
convolution and up-sampling, all outputs of branches have
same size of feature map. After that, those outputs are
merged into a new tensor. Fig. 2 shows the structure of it. In
the proposed network, down-sampling ratios are set as 1/2,
1/4 and 1/8 respectively and the module has a direct short-cut
from input.
C. 2-step segmentation strategy
For segmentation, a two-step segmentation strategy is
proposed. After PPM, as the Fig. 3 shows, firstly, a 2-
class classifier and a convolutional block are calculated
separately. The 2-class classifier distinguishes kidney and
tumor from background. The channel of the convolutional
Fig. 2. The structure of pyramid pooling module
Fig. 3. The 2-step segmentation strategy
block is 32, which is aimed at reducing computation. In
this way, a probability map of kidney and tumor region
and 32 feature maps are obtained. Then 32 feature maps
are multiplied by the probability map. This multiplicative
operation can enlarge the value of RoI and widen the gap
between background and RoI. Finally, 32 enhanced feature
maps are classified into 3 classes, namely, background,
kidney and tumor. We designate this two processes as binary
classification and ternary classification separately. By this
strategy, binary classification results offer the network an
attention and give the ternary classification enhanced results.
The process is summarized in equation (1)
Y = Φ2(Φ1(X)× F (X) + F (X)) (1)
where Φ2 and Φ1 are the 3-class classifier and 2-class
classifier respectively. F is the 32-channel convolution layer.
X and Y are input and output.
D. Loss function
Totally, the cost of SCNet is the sum of costs from SegNet
and ClsNet as equation (2) shows. For the cost of SegNet, it
unites cost values of binary and ternary classification. As for
optimization equation, cross-entropy loss function explained
in equation (4) is used for all items
Ltotal = LSegNet + LClsNet (2)
LSegNet = Lbinary + Lternary (3)
L = −
∑
x
p(x) log q(x) (4)
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental dataset and implementation details
The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated on
3D CT images supported by radiology department of Jiangsu
Province Hospital. The dataset is comprised of four subtypes
of renal tumor, i.e. benign AMF and malignant renal cell
carcinomas (RCCs) which are clear RCCs, papillary and
chromophobe. The benign subtype only accounts for 23%.
The dataset is consisted of image pairs including CTA (CT
angiography) and CTU (CT urography) images.
There are 30 3D images of benign tumor and 101 3D
images of malignant RCCs in the dataset. The ground truth
of those medical images were drawn by experts. 3D images
were transferred to 2D images. Rotation, scaling, cutting,
translation and so on were operated to images to augment
data.
Because the dataset is unbalanced, we apply different
times of augmentation to malignant and benign tumors to
get a balanced one. Finally, the data is augmented 16 times
larger than it before.
After transferring 3D images into 2D, how to identify
malignant and benign type of slices which have no or a speck
of tumor tissue is a significant concern. We give those special
2D images a different label normal. The dataset has 3 types
of images, benign, malignant and normal.
Our work was implemented on pytorch
(http://pytorch.org/) and performed on a workstation
with the CPU of i7-5930K, the RAM of 128GB and four
graphic cards of TITAN X of 12GB memory. The learning
rate started at 1e-3 and the network converged after 6
epochs.
B. Evaluation results
Algorithms of segmentation and classification are com-
pared separately. Results of all methods as well as SCNet
are summarized in Table I. For classification of benign and
malignant, a 10-fold cross validation is carried out to evaluate
all classification networks. For segmentation, 1/4 of dataset
is kept for testing and the rest is used as training data. For
models of classification, we adopt 10-fold cross validation.
For models of segmentation, tests are based on test set.
TABLE I
RECALL RATES AND DICE COEFFICIENT OF CLASSIFICATION AND
SEGMENTATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS AND MODELS.
Algorithms Classification SegmentationMalignant Benign Kidney Tumor
SVM 0.950 0.851 - -
ResNet50 0.851 0.90 - -
U-NET - - 0.907 0.911
PSPNet - - 0.799 0.848
SCNet + ternary loss 1.0 1.0 0.945 0.854
SCNet + 2-step loss 1.0 1.0 0.944 0.882
For classification, there are many effective networks, such
as VGG16 [15], ResNet and so on. We use ResNet50 as a
contrast network. Considering that traditional machine learn-
ing played an important role in medical image processing,
SVM is also considered. Some first order statistics, features
based on shape and size and textural features are extracted
as the feature group. The SDK LIBSVM [16] was utilized
to realize a SVM classifier.
In test, all slices of a patient will be sent into SCNet model
to get classification results, the same as other networks do.
Then, the benign or malignant class of the whole 3D image
is determined only by the classification results of slices with
tumor judged by the network. In our case, the tumor type of
one patient is determined by majority vote.
As table I shows, SCNet achieves the classification ac-
curacy 100% in both benign and malignant types, which
is higher than SVM up to 5.0% and 13.3% separately,
meanwhile, 14.9% and 10.0% higher than ResNet50. It’s
noteworthy that SVM got better classification result in ma-
lignant tumors. Trained on unbalanced dataset, CNNs faced
a overfitting dilemma. SCNet got higher precision because
the combined loss can prevent the network from overfitting.
For segmentation, SCNet, PSPNet and U-Net were com-
pared. Input layers and output layers of those available
networks were adjusted to adapt to our data. In addition, the
baseline of PSPNet is ResNet50 while SCNet is the same.
As the table shows, SCNet has achieved dice coefficient
0.944 and 0.882 separately. Compared to PSPNet, the seg-
mentation result of tumor was improved 3.4%. This result
proves that classification module is beneficial to segmenta-
tion network.
Moreover, we did a comparative analysis about implemen-
tations of ternary loss and 2-step loss individually, which
are discussed in section II-C. Obviously, 2-step loss got a
more satisfactory result that the dice coefficient of tumor
was improved by 2.8% against its counterpart.
C. Discussion
From results, it can be observed that SCNet performs
the best outcomes in both segmentation and classification.
Fig. 4 shows the segmentation results of different models.
Compared to PSPNet and U-Net, results of SCNet have
smoother edges and more precise segmentation.
For further statistics, a histogram is drew which displays
relations between tumor size and segmentation accuracy.
Fig. 4. Segmentation results of different models. Here (a) CTA (b) CTU
(c) ground truth (d) SCNet + 2-step loss (e) PSPNet (f) U-Net.
Fig. 5. The histogram of segmentation results and tumor size. Here, the
number of pixels of tumor region is seemed as the tumor size.
In our case, the number of pixels of tumor region in the
whole 3D image for one patient is seemed as the tumor size.
From the Fig. 5, a reasonable result can be obtained, that
the smaller tumors are, the worse segmentation results are.
For example, only five patients, whose dice coefficients of
segmentation results are lower than 0.7, are characterized by
small tumor size (index 4, 10, 11, 22 and 23). As we can
see from the figure, when the size of tumor increases, dice
coefficient of segmentation results is improved as well.
The average of classification results on 2D images are
97.3% as Fig. 6 shows, which means that SCNet performs
well in classification too.
IV. CONCLUSION
In total, SCNet is an effective multi-task network and
results are improved remarkably. It is also a flexible network.
For example, DenseNet, VGG16 or some other networks can
be used as a backbone too. The 2-step segmentation strategy
can also be transferred to other networks to improve results.
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